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Canadian Policy on Venezuela, Haiti Reveals Hypocrisy that Media Ignores

By Yves Engler, February 20, 2019

If the dominant media was serious about holding the Canadian government to account for
its foreign policy decisions, there would be numerous stories pointing out the hypocrisy of
Ottawa’s response to recent political developments in Haiti and Venezuela.

Venezuela Expels Euro Deputies Amid Reports of Talks with Washington

By Paul Dobson, February 20, 2019

The European politicians, who travelled in a personal capacity, had previously been warned
through diplomatic channels that they would not be allowed in the country, but the group
opted to proceed with the trip.
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Video: Staged Chemical Attack Videos and Other Trends in Modern Propaganda

By South Front, February 20, 2019

The scandal regarding the fake hospital video published by the White Helmets as a proof of
the Douma chemical attack has reached its peak in the media and has caused reaction on
the diplomatic level.

Political Correctness Demands Diversity in Everything but Thought

By William Blum, February 20, 2019

The Islamic State, you see, is composed of Muslims, and the United States and its Western
allies have bombed many Muslim countries in the recent past killing thousands of Muslims
and causing widespread horror. Therefore, whatever ISIS and its allies do is “revenge”,
simple revenge, and should not be condemned by anyone calling himself a progressive;
least of all should violence be carried out against these poor aggrieved jihadists.

Survey Reveals Many Jewish Canadians Critical of Israel

By Canadians for Justice and Peace in the Middle East, February 20, 2019

The survey,  conducted by EKOS Research from June to  September  2018,  reveals  that
contrary to public opinion, Jewish Canadians have a broad range of opinions on Israel-
Palestine.  It  also  reveals  that  a  significant  number  of  Jewish  Canadians  are  critical  of  the
Israeli government and its human rights abuses against Palestinians.

Military Coups, Regime Change…: The CIA Has Interfered In Over 81 Foreign Elections…

By Nina Agrawal, February 20, 2019

The  U.S.  has  a  long  history  of  attempting  to  influence  presidential  elections  in  other
countries – it’s done so as many as 81 times between 1946 and 2000, according to a
database amassed by political scientist Dov Levin of Carnegie Mellon University.

Challenging Dollar  Hegemony:  Russia  and China Are Containing America’s  Attempts to
“Reshape the World Order”

By Federico Pieraccini, February 19, 2019
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China and Russia are leading this historic transition while being careful to avoid direct war
with the United States. To succeed in this endeavor, they use a hybrid strategy involving
diplomacy,  military  support  to  allies,  and  economic  guarantees  to  countries  under
Washington’s attack.
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